Introduction

It is assumed that “signers, like everyone else, are generally either right-handed or left-handed, and sign accordingly in everyday signing†”. However, empirical evidence about hand preference in signing is scant. We use corpus and questionnaire data to investigate handedness for signing and everyday activities as well as the relationship between the two.

Corpus

We obtained gloss counts for each hand-tier separately, as well as a counts of identical overlapping glosses (two-handed signs). The number of left-, right- and two-handed signs was calculated for each signer. The majority of signers used their right hand for 70% or more of one-handed signs. Five signers show the opposite pattern, and five signers exhibit no distinct preference.

Corpus NGT

- over 100,000 glosses
- left- and right-hand tier per signer
- more than 100 glosses for 72 signers
(September 2010)

7% uses both hands with similar frequency (5 signers)
86% prefers the right hand for signing (62 signers)
7% prefers the left hand (5 signers)

Questionnaire

Using existing handedness inventories and new items, we designed an extended questionnaire about everyday activities and signing. Data collection is conducted through a website, but a paper-and-pencil version is also available. In September 2010, the comparison between questionnaire results and gloss statistics could be made for 37 participants. We found that hand preference for signing and for everyday activities does not always go hand in hand. When comparing hand use in signing with preliminary results from the questionnaire, 3 participants showed a clear discrepancy between the two measures.

Conclusion

Handedness is indeed “a deceptively simple phenomenon”: the determinants of hand preference for signing are yet to be uncovered. Further research is needed to investigate the possible linguistic effects of handedness, for example in the use of signing space or dominance reversals.
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